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TESOLQUARTERLY Vol. XIV, No. 3 September, 1980



Contractionand Blending: The Use of Orthographic Cluesin Teaching Pronunciation* Clifford Hill and Leslie M. Beebe This article is divided into two major sections: in Section I we outline certain problems that arise when ESL materials rely too exclusively on contractions (orthographic phenomena) as a means of presenting blendings (phonological phenomena); in Section II we provide basic information on contractions and blendings that can be used by teachers. We first present constraintson the contraction of BE, HAVE, the modals and not. Next, we present parallels between 1) blending patterns involving contractablewords and those involving non-contractablewords; 2) blending patterns involving contractable words and patterns of combining lexical roots with suffixes; and 3) blending patterns involving contractable words and single lexical items. These parallels will help teachers maintain a fundamental principle of pedagogy as they prepare ESL materials: namely, maximal exploitationof orthographiccues in teaching pronunciation.Working with this information, teachers can make efficient use of the limited number of contractions as they introduce the wide range of blendings which non-native learners need to master. Section I After surveying over forty books for teaching ESL, we find that most introduce a wide range of contractions in the initial lessons. When contractions are viewed strictly as orthographic phenomena, this early introduction does not seem particularly motivated, since their range of distribution and frequency of use in written communication is fairly limited. As textual resources, contractions are primarily used to convey the informal tone characteristic of speech, either in representing dialogue, or in discursive prose that is personal in tone. Some publishing houses have recently begun to extend this use of contractions to textbooks, particularly those designed for younger audiences. Despite the increasing use of contractions as resources for establishing an informal register, they still are uncommon in most types of expository writing, especially those which non-native learners of English in academic settings are often expected to master. Certainly, the major style manuals still discourage the use of contractions in most genres of discursive prose. Even though contractions have a limited distribution in writing, their * We would like to thank Robert Aronowitz, Sharon Goldstein, and Eric Larsen for substantial help in developing the conceptual framework of this article, Lynn Goldstein for helpful suggestions on the article in draft form, and Robert Schwarz for careful editing and typing of the manuscript. Mr. Hill and Ms. Beebe are Associate Professors at Teachers College, Columbia University. 299
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presence in the initial stages of ESL materials can be justified. In general, those who prepare ESL materials follow two widely accepted principles in second language teaching: 1) they represent spoken rather than written forms of language in the initial stages, and 2) they use standard orthography in representing speech. As a consequence, they use whatever resources the orthography provides, mainly contractions, for signaling that word boundaries tend to be obscured in actual speech. In a sentence containing a WH-word followed by is, they generally show is as contracted: e.g., What's his name?. In effect, the contraction is used to signal the omission of the vowel in is, which results in a monosyllabic coalescence of what and the remaining sibilant. The presence of the apostrophe signals the vowel omission ('s->/s/); and the removal of the space between what and is signals the coalescence of these two words (what's--



/wats/). Before discussing the presentation of contractions in ESL materials, we would like to establish a terminological distinction. In this article, the term contraction is used to refer only to a written sequence of two words in which a word boundary has been obscured, whereas the term blending is used to refer only to a spoken sequence of two words in which a word boundary has been obscured. We do not use the term contraction as it is commonly used in ESL materials to refer to spoken sequences as well as written ones. Our major reason for making this distinction is pedagogical. Our own teaching experience has shown us that, in the absence of a clearly indicated distinction, non-native learners tend to confuse what takes place in speech and in writing. In general, they are not aware of the limited degree to which standard orthography can be used in representing blended speech, assuming that contractions and blendings parallel each other. As a consequence, they are prone: 1) to overuse contractions, e.g., they contract a sequence such as what are to what're, presumably because a) they analogize what're to what's; and b) they often hear the two words what are pronounced in blended form so that they sound very much like the single word water; 2) to underuse blendings, e.g., they fail to blend common words like him and her since these words cannot be contracted in standard orthography. Even worse, they fail to develop a receptive competence for the blending of words like him and her, thereby limiting their capacity to understand everyday speech. Given these problems, we urge that blending and contraction be sharply distinguished not only in an analytic description such as this but also in the ESL classroom itself. We also do not use the term blending in a technical sense (i.e., we do not specify an exact set of phonological correlates by which a particular spoken sequence of two words can be described as either blended or not blended). In one sense, all boundaries between spoken words, when compared to those between written words, tend to be obscured, for the blank spaces between words on a page are not paralleled by pauses in speech. In most speech, words form a continuous stream of sound with relatively few pauses. Nevertheless, the degree to which individual word boundaries are obscured varies a great
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deal. Consider, for example, the following pairs of words: 1) it is, 2) this is, 3) strong one. The first pair ordinarily coalesces as a single syllable in everyday speech (/its/). Whenever the vowel is deleted in is, the remaining sibilant moves backward across the syllable boundary, joining with the /t/ to form a syllablefinal cluster (/ts/) .1 In the case of the second pair, a monosyllabic coalescence is not possible since the first word ends in /s/. (A sibilant cannot move across a word-boundary to form a cluster with another sibilant.) Nevertheless, the boundary between the two words is often obscured in natural speech, since the final sibilant in this can be at least partially transferred to the following syllable, given the initial vowel in is. In this article we describe such transfer as partial resyllabification, although we prefer the term bridging for the ESL classroom.2 In the third pair of words, however, the word boundary tends to remain relatively unobscured, since there cannot be even partial transfer of elements across it. The final /'i/ of strong cannot be transferred to the following syllable nor can the /w/ of one be transferred to the preceding syllable (*/jw.../), In presenting the above pairs of words to non-native learners of (*/... .jw/). we would describe the first two as blended and the third as unblended. English, At the same time, we would point out that only the first pair can be contracted: it's vs. *this's and *strong'ne. Textbooks dealing with multiple strands of information cannot be expected to deal with any particular strand in a sufficiently detailed manner; teachers need to be able to develop and extend the information provided. Without such amplification, the presentation of contractions in ESL materials would tend to produce complications, given that contractions are primarily used to introduce common patterns of blending. There are two main reasons for these complications. First, blending is a far more widespread phenomenon than contraction. There are only ten words in English that can be contracted: three forms of BE (am, is, are), the three forms of HAVE (has, have, had), two modals (will and would), the negative word not, and the pronoun us, and these words cannot be contracted nearly as frequently as they can be blended. Moreover, there are many words which are consistently blended in speech, but cannot be contracted in writing. In An Introduction to the Pronunciation of English (1962), Gimson provides a list of forty-six words which he describes as consistently "linked" with the preceding word-words such as and, or, of, him, and her. If ESL materials use contractions as the primary means of representing blending, they run the risk of ignoring 1 Considered from a historical vantage point, the /t/ can also move forward across a syllable boundary and form /tiz/, a coalescence that may be represented by 'tis (e.g., "tis the season to be jolly".) 2 This concept, like the broader one of blending, is not technical. Avoiding theoretical questions concerned with syllable boundary, we find that a display such as the following is useful for non-native learners: /s/ thi's is
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the multiple patterns of blending in which these other words are involved, which, after all, are just as common as those in which contractable words are involved. Second, the constraints that determine whether a particular word may be contracted are manifold (as an extreme example, note that us can be contracted only after the word let). ESL materials have generally failed to provide comprehensive treatment of these constraints, partly, no doubt, due to the difficulty of stating them in a reliable manner. This problem is particularly apparent in the case of the general constraints exercised by sociolinguistic register. There is a register continuum along which the use of contractions needs to be established; at one end, there is formal expository prose which avoids contractions altogether and, at the other end, written dialogue which may even include unusual ones such as why're, what'd, and I'd've. In the best of circumstances, it is quite difficult for ESL materials to convey these sociolinguistic constraints. If, however, they use contractions to introduce blending, they will tend to violate these constraints, overusing contractions in order to focus on blending. There are also more specific kinds of constraints, many of which are categorical, such as those involving phonology and grammar (e.g., the constraint that blocks the contraction of is after this and are after there). In addition, there are non-categorical constraints on the contraction of particular words. The word is, for example, along with not, is probably contracted more widely than any other word in English. In principle, is can be contracted after a noun as well as a pronoun, but in practice is contracted much less frequently.3 Hence, in introducing is in beginning materials, there is a tendency, seemingly quite justified, to contract it after a pronoun but not after a noun. This is done, for example, in the Lado English Series (Lado 1970). In order to illustrate some of the complications it may lead to, and to suggest some ways in which teachers may expand materials in dealing with such complications, we would like to examine the first lesson in this series. We have chosen it for illustrative purposes because its potential complications seem to represent quite well those involved in other texts. In the first lesson, the following set of sentences is introduced: This is Philip. Philip is a student. He's American. Philip, this is Helen. Helen is a nurse. She's English. The contraction of is with a preceding personal pronoun reflects the blending that ordinarily occurs in natural speech (i.e., is is realized as a /z/ which blends with the preceding he or she). In the four sentences in which it is not contracted, however, is would often be blended in speech with the preceding word, 3



This difference presumably reflects some principle of information processing which we



might describein the followingway: a reducedformtends to occurwith a bearerof low information(a pronoun)morefrequentlythan with a bearerof high information(a noun).
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either the demonstrative this (/6isaz/) or the nouns Philip or Helen (/flbps/, /hlblnz/). The representation of is in full form here could be misleading to beginning learners since it is possible to contract is after nouns (e.g., Philip's and Helen's), but not after this (*this's). In effect, the verb is contracted in these six sentences in only one of three patterns, even though it can be contracted in two of them (and, of course, it can be blended in all three). The greater frequency with which is is contracted after pronouns than after nouns no doubt contributes, and perhaps rightly so, to the avoidance of the contraction of is after nouns in an initial lesson. It may, however, suggest to non-native learners that contraction takes place only with pronouns, whereas, in fact, it often takes place with nouns as well-although apparently to a lesser extent. In pronouncing the sequences that are not contracted, a teacher is faced with two options. They may be pronounced in full form, maintaining a consistency between speech and writing, or in blended form, maintaining a consistency in sociolinguistic register. The second option is clearly preferable since it provides a more realistic model of spoken English, in which blended sequences naturally co-occur. /68saz/, /fibaps/, and /helanz/ would be introduced along with (hiyz/ and (siyz/, all blended sequences maintaining the same informal register. The sentences are, after all, intended to form continuous discourse. In actual practice, a teacher may not be at all consistent in presenting these sequences. We have noted a tendency for teachers to follow whatever the orthography presents; therefore, contracted forms are blended to a considerably greater degree than full forms.4 Whichever option a teacher follows may result in confusion for non-native learners. If the uncontracted sequences are blended, the learners may assume that the blendings can be represented orthographically and thus write *this's, a common error among ESL students. If these sequences are not blended, they may assume that blending is impossible there and thus acquire only a small number of the natural speech patterns that they should master. Even if the sequences are all blended, the students, particularly if they are visually oriented learners, still may not acquire control over them, given the lack of any overt representation comparable to that provided by contraction. In dealing with this initial set of sentences, the teacher needs to present the following two patterns: 1) in natural speech the verb is tends to be blended with the word that precedes it, and 2) the verb is can be contracted after personal pronouns and nouns but not after this. In addition, the teacher may wish to convey that is is contracted less frequently after nouns than pronouns, though this point is perhaps too refined for an initial lesson. In order to do this, various systems of visual display could be built into the materials. A symbol such as a ligature can be used to represent blending, 4 It is important to note that a contracted form necessarily signals blending (e.g., when reading aloud, Helen's cannot be pronounced as /hbeln + iz/), but that a full form, at least in principle, may be pronounced as unblended (/helbn + iz/) or blended (/helanz/). In oral reading of printed materials, many cues other than contractionitself may signal blending (e.g., a certain lexical patterning that signals an informal register in which blending is appropriate.)
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even in the absence of a contraction (e.g., This is Philip). To show the constraints on contraction, the following visual display (Figure 1) might be used: FIGURE 1 .
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As soon as that, the other singular demonstrative pronoun, is introduced (many ESL materials present that is as well as this is in the initial lesson), the possibility of the contraction that's needs to be presented along with *this's. And when the plural demonstrative pronouns are introduced, the constraints on *these're and *those're can be incorporated into the same display (Figure 2): FIGURE 2 Demonstrative Pronouns
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Moreover, once all the personal and demonstrative pronouns are introduced, a display of the personal pronouns + BE (Figure 3) can be juxtaposed with the above display (Figure 2). If the patterns of blending for BE with both sets of pronouns have been presented along with the patterns of permissible contractions, the constraints on contracting this is, these are, and those are need not be presented arbitrarily. The students will be in a position to infer that, at least with respect to these pronouns, a contraction is permissible only where blending results in loss of a syllable. We suggest that teachers supplement materials with contraction paradigms, such as the one presented in Figure 2, which lead students to focus visually 5 There are, of course, instances where a contraction is permissible even though a blending does not result in loss of a syllable (e.g., what'll-[wad1]).
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FIGURE 3 Personal Pronouns I'm
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on the information, and that they make use of a marker such as a 0 for signaling specific constraints on contraction. In addition to paradigms which contrast two words in a single environment (e.g., is and are after WH-words), we would also suggest the use of paradigms, like Figure 4, which contrast two words across several environments. FIGURE 4 Is
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Personal Pronouns Wh-Words Demonstrative Pronouns* Existential Predicator Nouns ( * is does not contract after this)



Blendings that are not represented by contraction have not been given systematic coverage in ESL textbooks. Some materials occasionally use phonemic transcriptions to indicate such blendings. Others introduce non-standard spellings along with standard ones, showing, for example, "what-er they here for?" after "What are they here for?" (Praninskas 1975:11).6 However, neither device has been used extensively. 6 In our own teachng experience, we have found that non-native learners are often confused by the mixing of standard and non-standard spellings.
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Pronunciation manuals do provide more extensive coverage of blending, notably, among the traditional ESL manuals, Pronunciation (Lado and Fries 1954), and, more recently, Patterns of English Pronunciation (Bowen 1975), Speaking English (Wright 1973), and Pronunciation Practice (Byrne and Walsh 1977). None of these, however, attempts to relate contraction and blending in any systematic way, even though the three recent books (in contrast to the audio-lingual approach of the Lado and Fries manual) generally encourage the integral teaching of pronunciation and spelling. Given the limited number of contractions available in English, this failure to relate the two is understandable. In fact, it can be argued that contractions should be totally withheld during the early stages of an ESL curriculum, thus allowing non-native learners to master the wide range of blendings which take place in natural speech (representing these with some marking such as a ligature). Then, at some later point, learners could be exposed to the extremely narrow range of blendings which can be represented by contractions. We would like to claim, however, that contractions can be efficiently used, despite all the complications we have dealt with, in introducing blending to non-native learners. In the first place, they are quite salient since they provide visible traces in the orthography that blending does take place, and we are committed to the principle that orthographic cues should be maximally exploited in the teaching of pronunciation. Furthermore, the words that can be contracted in English are basic and, for the most part, are best presented in the initial stages of any ESL curriculum. Consequently, they can be used to introduce certain common patterns of blending which parallel other common patterns not represented by contraction. For example, n't and and often parallel one another in blended speech, each often realized as /an/ or even a syllabic nasal (/ni/). These parallels can be effectively used in the ESL classroom in moving from orthographically represented blendings to non-orthographically represented ones. If contractions are to be used in introducing blending, however, it is important that they be presented as only the tip of an iceberg. We have found the following display to be useful in introducing to non-native learners the contrast between contraction and blending: FIGURE 5 Writing: Speech:
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This display reinforces a basic principle that we attempt to communicate to nonnative learners from the very beginning: English orthography tends to operate at the lexico-gramatical level rather than the phonological level, or as Chomsky and Halle (1968) have put it, English orthography tends to preserve underlying lexical form, abstracting away from the operation of phonological rules.
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Section II Let us now consider more systematically information on contraction and blending which can be used by ESL teachers to supplement their classroom materials. Given the current flexibility of thinking about ESL curricula, we have not arranged this information according to a particular pedagogical sequence or presented sample materials but rather have provided teachers with information that they can present in a variety of ways. We would like to stress, however, that the information outlined needs to be presented early in the program. Since we have not followed a curricular approach, we have decided to present the information on contraction and on blending- in separate sections, even though cross-references will be necessary. We first present 1) constraints on the contraction of BE, HAVE, and the modals, and 2) constraints on the contraction of not. We then present: 1) common parallels between orthographically represented blendings and non-orthographically represented blendings, and 2) common patterns of blending that are homophonous with single words. Contraction There are three levels of delicacy at which information on the contraction of BE, HAVE, and the modals can be displayed for non-native learners of English. First of all, there can be a mere listing of the words that can be contracted (Figure 6A). As indicated by Figure 6, a label such as X-word (Allen 1972) can be used to indicate a general class to which these words belong (i.e., a class of words in the VP that can precede as well as follow the subject). For the sake of clarity, the display of X-words that can be contracted might also include X-words that cannot be contracted (Figure 6B). It is necessary to make clear the following points: (1)



Some reference manuals present the contractions '11and 'd as representing shall and should as well as will and would; we prefer, given the context of teaching American English to non-native learners, to present these as representing only will and would.



(2)



Throughout this paper, we use HAVE to refer only to the contractable auxiliary HAVE. HAVE in its possessive sense may be contracted in British English, but generally not in American English (e.g., ?I've a problem). HAVE in its other meanings as main verb cannot be contracted in either (e.g., *She's an audition tomorrow). Although the X-words listed as non-contractable are not themselves contracted, most of them can function as the initial component in a contraction with n't as the second component.



(3)



At the second level of delicacy are listed not only the contractable X-words but also the major classes of words that precede them within contractions:
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FIGURE 6 X-Words
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This display makes available to non-native learners the most general parameters that control the contraction of X-words. It does not, however, provide any information on the frequency of occurrence within contractions of either the X-words or the words that precede them. (This largely depends on the complex range of registers that can be expressed in writing.) Nor does it indicate specific constraints based on phonology (e.g., *amn't). Figure 8 displays the third level of delicacy, incorporating register constraints on contraction. The classes of words in initial position (in the column
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FIGURE 8 Is
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on the left) and the X-words (from left to right at the top) are both listed according to the frequency with which they occur in contractions.7 As indicated by the wide solid lines, is, will, has, and would tend to contract most widely. In principle, they can be contracted with members of any class. In practice, however, has and would tend to contract only with personal pronouns and, to a lesser extent, WH-words, except when a relatively informal register is represented, a constraint indicated by a narrowing of the solid lines. Had, are, have, and am tend to contract even less widely. In principle, they are contracted only with personal pronouns. Given a highly informal register, however, they may be conrtracted with members of other classes, as indicated by broken lines. The blank space indicates that am can contract only after a personal pronoun (i.e., I) or a WH-word. As to the vertical ranking, personal pronouns are clearly the class of words most frequently involved in contraction. It is much more difficult to rank the other classes, since their individual members vary considerably in the degree to which they initiate contractions. For example, the WH-words that end in a vowel (e.g., who) are especially vulnerable to blending and hence tend to appear quite often in contractions. Still, some of them do not contract easily with particular X-words. The contraction why's, for example, is not very common, even though it involves a vowel-final WH-word and the X-word that contracts most frequently. We have not dealt with such delicate constraints in our ranking, attempting to reflect contraction frequencies for the entire class and not for individual members within it. In addition to register constraints, there are phonological constraints on contraction. One constraint may be described as dissimilatory: A contraction does not ordinarily take place if it leads to adjacent homorganic consonants (i.e., consonants produced at the same place of articulation) at a word boundary. Hence the following specific contractions tend to be barred: 1) is or has after nouns ending in a sibilant; 2) are after there; 3) will after a noun ending in /1/; and 4) would or had after it, what, that, or nouns ending in an alveolar consonant. We would like to emphasize that the constraints listed above are by no means rigid. Certainly there are writers who, when representing informal dialogue, would contract, say, is, after a noun ending in a sibilant, particularly one not spelled with an s (e.g., Liz's coming over tonight). There are also constraints based on' stress. One such constraint operates on BE in WH-questions: When BE occurs before an unstressed pronoun in a clause-final position, it must bear stress and therefore cannot be blended-or contracted-with the preceding word (e.g., Ho6w's he? and *Where's she?). In certain instances, however, the final pronoun in a WH-question is itself stressed and the preceding BE, remaining unstressed, can be blended and hence 7These frequencyrankingsare somewhattentative;they are based only on a limited surveyof usage patternsamonggraduatestudentsin the ESL and AppliedLinguisticsProgramsat TeachersCollege,ColumbiaUniversity.
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contracted. For example, in a game of hide-and-seek, children may shout Who's it?, placing stress on the final pronoun. (In terms of its informationbearing properties, however, this it can be considered as functioning nominally rather than pronominally.) In addition, there are constraints based on stress, where the X-word bears stress as the result of a syntactic process. The general rule that underlies such constraints may be stated as follows: If BE, HAVE, or the modals occur in a position bearing stress by virtue of ellipsis or front-shifting, they cannot be blended with the preceding word, and, therefore, cannot be contracted.8 For non-native learners, a list of the basic syntactic structures which involve ellipsis and frontshifting can be quite useful. Ellipsis: 1) AffirmativeShort Answers to Questions BE: Are you going? Yes, *I'm. HAVE: Have you finished? Yes, *I've. Modals: Would you like to go? Yes, *I'd. 2) Compound Sentences Bearing Additive or Contrastive Information BE: Sarah'sgoing, and *I'm too. HAVE: Elizabeth hasn't gone, but *they've. Modals: Kathleen won't go, but *he'll. 3) Comparative Sentences BE: Bill's more tired than *Joan's. HAVE: Joan's worked harder than *I've. Modals: Bruce'll work longer than *they'll. 4) Sentences Containing Nominal Clauses Which Function as a Complement to Verbs such as think, know, say, and wish BE: I think *she's. HAVE: I know *they've. Modals: I wish *he'd. Frontshifting: 1) WH-Initiated Nominal Clauses Which Function as an Included Question BE: I don't know what time *it's. HAVE: I don't know why *they've. 2) Relative Clauses BE: That's just the way that *I'm.9



In addition to these phonological constraints, there is a constraint that may be best described as syntactic: A contraction is generally not allowed where a noun or personal pronoun, functioning as the second member of a plural subject, precedes a verb with which it does not agree. Hence are or have does not ordinarily contract after a singular noun or the third person singular pronoun: 8 Zwicky claims that the syntactic processes govern the constraints. He argues that stress is a conditioning factor, but not a consistent one (1970: 334-335). 9 In the refrain for "Bidin' My Time"-a song written for Girl Crazy in 1930-Ira Gershwin violated this constraint in a memorable way: I'm bidin' my time 'Cause that's the kinda guy I'm-
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nor does are ordinarily contract after I: She and *I're going. In addition to these constraints on the contraction of BE, HAVE, and the modals, it is necessary to point out one further pattern of contraction for have not represented in Figure 8; have is occasionally contracted after a modal, as illustrated by the following sentences: 1) I would've finished if I'd known. 2) I will've finished by this time tomorrow. In rare instances the contraction of have may occur after a modal that has itself been contracted, as in the following versions of the sentences listed above: 1) I'd've finished if I'd known. 2) I'll've finished by this time tomorrow. In presenting these double contractions, it should be pointed out that they are possible only because double blendings are possible, as shown by the transcriptions /aydav + kAm/ for I'd've come and /atylv + kAm/ for I'll've come. This double contraction of



would



Lwill



+ have is not possible, however,



when not follows- one of the contractable X-words. This constraint appears to arise directly from phonology, for an X-word and not cannot be maximally reduce in the same phrase, as can



wll



and have. In effect, there cannot



be a double blending in a sequence such as she is not. It can be pronounced either as /siyz + nat/, a blending which may be represented by she's not, or as /Siy + izant/, a blending which may be represented by she isn't. It cannot, however, be pronounced as */siyzant/, a double blending which would be represented by *she'sn't,10 In turning from this powerful constraint on a double contraction of an X-word and not to specific constraints on the contraction of not, we will begin by making two fundamental observations. First, relative to the X-words, not tends to be contracted with great frequency. (Only is and will appear to contract with comparable frequency.) Second, there seems to be no appreciable differ10Certain fast speech pronunciations appear to approach such reduction, but we hear them as if they reflect two stressed syllables. A double blending is possible, though, when not, like will or would, immediately precedes have (e.g., /k6dnv/). Hence a negative sentence such as He couldn't have come can, in principle, be represented as He couldn't've come, though, in fact, it rarely is.
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ence in the frequency with which not contracts after various X-word classes. Hence the vertical order in Figure 9 does not reflect a frequency ranking: FIGURE 9 X-Word Classes



Contractable Word



do DO



does



did



BE are



were



-[



not



has HAVE



have had



Modals -



will



should



would



might



can



must



could



It should be pointed out that certain X-words are not included in this display, such as the modals shall, may, dare, need, and ought to since they are rarely contracted with not in American English; if contractions such as shan't and dassn't come up in an ESL classroom, they are best dealt with on an ad hoc basis. Secondly, am has not been included since *amn't is not a permissible contraction. This constraint appears to be dissimilatory, somewhat parallel to the one involving adjacent homorganic consonants (e.g., *this's, *there're). In this instance, however, the dissimilation is based on the feature of nasality (i.e., a feature involving manner of articulation rather than place of articulation). As indicated by the permissible contraction I'm not, these consonants are more dissimilated-and hence more perceptible-if they occur in separate syllables (/aym + nat/) rather than within a single syllable (*/Vemnt/) or in a disyllabic sequence with a single stress ( */em)nt/).
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In the case of negative questions, this constraint on *amn't leads to a rather striking irregularity: the use of are with I. Any not that immediately follows an X-word lacks stress and hence is necessarily blended with it. Given this pattern of blending, not is necessarily contracted in writing: DO: BE: HAVE: Modal:



Didn't [didn] he like it? Isn't [izn] he coming? Hasn't [hOezn] he found it? Can't [ksnt] they come?



Since the blending represented by *amn't is not permissible, aren't tends to be used in the first person singular form of a negative question, a relatively rare form that primarily serves an exclamatory function, and in tag questions: Aren't I crazy! I'm crazy, aren't I? One final point on not: We have found that non-native learners of English often contract not as 'nt rather than n't (an error also found in the writing of native speakers, particularly children). There are at least two reasons for this error. First, the apostrophe is in initial position within all other words that contract in English-hence 'nt is consistent with contractions such as 're and 've. Secondly, this error may be motivated by the blending pattern in which not is involved. When not is blended with a preceding word, /nt/ may be realized as a final consonant cluster. Thus 'nt may appear to be a more faithful rendering of this cluster." Blending In turning from contractions to major blending patterns involving the X-words and not, we will be primarily concerned with demonstrating how these patterns are parallel to ones that do not involve contractable words, thus keeping with our major rationale of providing a base for planning materials that relate orthographically represented blendings to non-orthographically represented ones. We will present two kinds of parallels between contractable words and non-contractable words that terminate blendings, the first based on common phonological processes (e.g., the omission of /h/ in have and him) and the second on homophonous-or nearly homophonous-realizations (e.g., the realization of am and him as /am/ or even /m/). First, however, we would like to note certain relations between speech tempo and blending. In general, more blendings occur as the tempo of speech increases. For example, while him may be realized as /am/ or even /m/ when the speech tempo is relatively normal, them would ordinarily be realized as /am/ or /m/ only when the tempo is relatively fast. We use the terms normal speech and fast speech respectively to characterize the tempo of speech within 1 Just as pronunciation may contribute to an orthographic error, orthography may contribute to a pronunciation error. Some non-native speakers, perhaps influenced by the contraction n't, attempt to preserve a syllable-initial /n/ in blending not with a preceding word



(e.g., haven't---> */hvnat/).
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which these two pronouns are likely to be realized as a homophonousparallel to am. Not only do more blendings occur as the speech tempo increases, but those which occur tend to be more extreme. For example, I would have may be realized as /ay wudav/ when the tempo is relatively normal, but reduced to /aydav/ or /ayda/ if the tempo is increased. Although we do not deal with these variable realizations systematically, we would like to call attention to the fact that speech tempo exerts subtle controls on the nature as well as the number of blending patterns in everyday speech. Our use of the terms normal speech and fast speech to distinguish the blending of words like him and them is not based on empirical research and hence is, no doubt, subject to revision. Obviously the use of these two terms would be more effective if they were established, by future research, as the poles of a continuumlike the following one: Gradual Increase in Blending *



-



Normal Speech



*S



Fast Speech



Still, our own limited use of these terms can have a certain pedagogical utility. Non-native speakers may be encouraged to develop a productive competence for normal speech blendings, but only a receptive competence for fast speech blendings. However, we have found in our own teaching that non-native learners engage in a certain amount of playful productionof fast speech blendings in order to develop even a receptive competence. Given a motor-theoryof auditory perception, such spontaneous production seems to be involved, to some extent, in developing receptive competence. Figure 10 outlines various parallels between contractablewords and noncontractablewords in blended speech, primarilyaccordingto commonprocesses that are at work within these words. First, various forms of vowel weakening are presented and then various forms of consonantweakening.All the processes may be viewed as occurringin normal speech, except where we note that they tend to occur only in fast speech. The deletion of a final consonant (Figure 10) depends upon what follows the contractable or non-contractableword. In general, a final consonant is more likely to be deleted if the following word begins with a consonant,particularly one with which it cannot form a syllable-initialcluster (e.g., /k/ in IIB-*/vk/ and */tk/). If, for example, the following word begins with a vowel, the final consonantmay be resyllabified.Although such resyllabification may be total or partial, we identify it for non-native learners by placing the transferredconsonant above the ligature joining the two words: ContractableWord /v/



He could have eaten.



Non-ContractableWord /v/



I don't know the name of Eric's new wife.



I. Vowel Weakening A. Reduction to /a/:



B. Deletion: (/v/->/0/



FIGURE 10 Blendings Represented by Contractions The vowel in all contractable words can be reduced to /a/.



1. The vowel in all contractable words can be further reduced to /0/, where the remaining consonant(s) can be absorbed into the preceding syllable: don't -> /downt/ he's -> /hlyz/



2. The vowel can be further reduced to /0/ in any contractable word where the remaining consonant is a resonant and hence can function as a syllable consonant. a. Nasal i. /in/ am: What am [wadm] I doing? ii. /n/ not: He didn't [didn] want it. b. Liquid i. /r/ are: What are [wadr] you doing? ii. /1/



The vowe words ca a. determ b. prepo c. conjun 1. A sing does n with this d there forms 2. The v furthe ing c functi a. Na i. ii.



b. Liq i. ii.



will: John'll [dzanl] come over tonight.



i /



w



II. Consonant Weakening A. Initial Consonant 1. Deletion: /C/->/0/ a. /h/-l/0/ b. /w/-l/0/ 2. Movement to Final Position



has



have : What have [wadbv] you got? had



him her his



Fast willd: Where will [werl] you go? Speech would When not is blended, the initial /n/ is realized post-vocalically (or as a syllabic consonant if the vowel is deleted). He hasn't [hazn] gone.



B. Final Consonant 1. Deletion of Single Consonant: /C/-I0/ /v/-!/0/



Fast They might have h [mayda] come. Speech have :



Fast o Speech



2. Simplification of Consonant Cluster:



not : They couldn't [kudn] come.



and:
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Another major process may accompany resyllabification. Wherever a final /s/, /z/, /t/, or /d/ precedes a /y/, palatalization tends to take place (particularly where /y/ is the initial consonant of an unstressed syllable). This process is quite common in English, given the frequency with which words such as you and your occur after not, is, has, had, and would in questions. This palatalization cannot be directly represented by a contraction since the contractable word, if present, is blending with a following word rather than a preceding one. Palatalization often occurs, though, when a contractable word is already blended with a preceding word. In a negative question, for example, not is often involved in a double blending: Don't you [d6wntsu] want to come? On the other hand, in positive questions a contractable word often palatalizes with a following word when it is clause-initial and hence not blended with a preceding word: Would you [wudzu] like to come? The major patterns of palatalization in which contractable words are involved are parallel to patterns that involve suffixes as well as non-contractable words. Therefore, Figure 11 includes three columns labeled Contractable Word, Non-Contractable Word, and Suffix, respectively. These suffixes reflect certain parallel patterns of morphophonemic variation. Just as is or has can be realized as /s/, /z/, or /az/, so can the suffixes for the plural, the possessive (singular and plural) and third person singular form of a simple present verb. In the case of had/would and the past tense suffix, this morphophonemic variation is only partially parallel: The past tense suffix can be realized as /t/, /d/, or /ad/, but had and would only as /d/ or /ad/. Included in our table are patterns where /t/ precedes /s/ and /d/ precedes /z/, thus leading to the formation of the affricates /ts/ and /dz/ rather than the fricatives /s/ and /z/ (we have found that non-native learners experience particular difficulty with such affricates in blended speech). In dealing with common processes reflected in the blending of contractable and non-contractable words, we have already called attention to certain homophonous realizations for these words (e.g., in Figure 10, 1B, for words that terminate in a resonant). We would now like, however, to outline a more complete set of such homophonous-or nearly homophonous-realizations. For non-contractable words, we will present homophonous realizations in two columns, one labeled normal speech and the other fast speech. As indicated by the phonetic symbols in Figure 12, the parallels between contractable and non-contractable words are not based on an identical range of variable realizations, but rather on an overlapping one. For example, does, like is and has, can be realized as /s/, /z/, or /9z/, but as and was can be realized only as /az/. In addition, there is a more fundamental difference: Any contractable word can coalesce monosyllabically with a preceding word wherever that word terminates in a vowel or consonant that can absorb the
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Contraction and Blending FIGURE 11 Palatalization Contractable Word 1. is, has



a. /s/->/s/: Rick's your [riksar] teacher. b. /ts/-->/ts/: It's your [itsar] teacher.



Non-Contractable Word Does (tends to palatalize only in fast speech)



0



Suffix Suffix for plural, possessive (singular and plural), and third person singular form of the simple present verb He picks you [piksu] every time.



What does your [watsar] brother study?



It fits you [fitsu].



Where does your [werzar] brother study?



He sees you [siyzu].



c. /z/->/z/:



He's your [hiyzar] teacher. d. /dz/-/dz/:



These are the beds your Ned's your [nedzar] teacher. [bNdzar]sister gave me. It may be helpful for advanced ESL students to note that /dz/ may be produced even when a /d/ is not overtly present. Whenever an /n/ precedes a /z/, a parasitic /d/ may be produced in fast speech. When does your [wndzar] He wins your [windzar] When's your [wendzar] mother coming? brother arrive? money every time. Finally, it may be noted that a final /z/ in non-contractablewords like as and was may be realized as /z/ in blended speech: Mine's not as good as yours [azurz]. He was your [wazar] teacher. The final sibilant in these words cannot, however, be realized as /s/ or /ts/, since it cannot be devoiced. Furthermore, the preceding vowel cannot be deleted and hence it prevents a parasitic /d/ from being realized in a final /dz/. 2. would, had did (tends to palatalize past tense suffix only in fast speech) How had your How did you [ha'wdzu] [hawaddzr] work He played your [pleydzar] been going? like the play? favorite song. In fast speech the vowel can be deleted before did but not before had or would. Hence an initial monosyllabic /huwd/, /hawd/, /wayd/ necessarily signals who did, how did, or why did. Although the final /d/ in would or had cannot be realized as /t/, there is one contractable word that involves the /t/--/ts/ pattern of palatalization. 3. not at, it past tense suffix Can't you [kantsu] finish the work?



He's at your [atsar] sister's place.



He helped you [h:lptsu].



remaining consonant(s) of the contractable word into a single syllable. However, a non-contractable word generally cannot coalesce monosyllabically with a preceding word, even though the phonological conditions may be appropriate.
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FIGURE 12 Homophony or Near-Homophony Non-Contractable Word Contractable Word Fast Speech Normal Speech



r am ('m) BE



-



is ('s)



/s/, /z/, /az/



Lare ('re) HAVE



/am/, /m/



/ar/, /r/



him /am/, /m/



them /am/, /m/



does, as



does /s/, /z/



or, her



have ('ve) /av/



of



has ('s)



/s/, /z/, /az/



does, as



had ('d)



/d/, /ad/



did



/az/ /ar/



/av/ /az/



/d/, /ad/



will ('11) /al/ ( would (d)



Modals



Negative-_ marker



/az/



were



/ar/



if



/V/



was



/bz/



it, at all



/d/, /ad/



not (n't) /n/,



was



/n/I



/ad/ /31/



did /d/, /ad/



it, at



/ad/



an, and /an/, /n/



than



/an/, /n/



This difference may be illustrated by the following pair of sentences: (1) He's [hiyz] tall. (2) I see as *[siyz] well as he does. A few non-contractable words can, however, coalesce monosyllabically with the preceding word in fast speech (e.g., did with a preceding WH-word). Other non-contractable words tend toward monosyllabic coalescence in fast speech, though we process them as realizing a separate syllable. This tendency may be illustrated by the following examples (in the phonetic transcriptions : is used to represent this partial coalescence): Pronouns



J him: L her:



r and:



Conjunctions Preposition Includer



or:



--E of: --



if:



I saw him [s5: m]. I saw her [so: %r]. I saw Joe and [dzow: ? n] Bob. I saw Joe or [dz6w: -' r] Bill. It's a day of [dey: - v] rest. I'd fly if [flay: - f] I could.



In addition to the homophonous realizations outlined in Figure 12, there are many blending patterns represented by contractions where the entire twoword sequence is homophonous or nearly homophonous with a single word. If we consider the various blending patterns that involve a noun and a contractable word, such homophony is nearly unlimited. Consider, for example, the numer-
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ous lexical items such as pat or rock that can function as a noun or a verb. Whenever is follows one of these items functioning as a noun, the two-word blending that results is homophonous with 1) a single verb formed by combining the item with a third person singular simple present suffix and 2) a single noun formed by combining the item with plural or possessive inflection (see Figure 13). FIGURE 13 Two-Word Sequence



Single Word Third Person Simple Present Verb:



Noun + is: Pat's over here.



Plural Noun: Noun With Possessive Inflection:



He pats his dog too much. His dog gets too many pats. Pat's book is over here.



Apart from these blendings involving a noun, there are many others involving a pronoun or a WH-word that parallel a single word. In Figure 14, a ligature is used to represent blendings of a pronoun or a WH-word with a contractable word wherever a contraction is not ordinarily used: FIGURE 14 or Homophonous Near-HomophonousParallels Two-Word Sequence Single Word I. Personal Pronoun + Contractable Word I'll isle, aisle you're your you'll yule he'll heel, hill* he'd (he had, he would) heed we'll will we've weave they're their, there *He'll can be pronounced with either a tense or lax vowel and hence can be homophonous with either heel or hill. II. WH-Word + Contractable Word who's who am what's what are where's where are why is why are why have why had why will how's how will



whose whom watts water wears wearer wise wire wive (v.) wide while house (v.) howl
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There are additional parallels produced by certain variant patterns of pronunciationused in major Americandialects. When, for example, non-native learners listen to speakers of the dialect in which /i/ and /e/ are neutralized before a nasal, the blending patterns representedby when's and when are may be homophonous with wins and winner. Moreover, given limitations on the receptive competence of non-nativelearners,some blending patternsmay appear to be homophonouswith common words when, in fact, they are not. Consider, for example, the widespread problem of non-native learners in distinguishing /iy/ and /i/: his may be heard as homophonouswith the blending represented by he's. Non-native learners also confuse the written forms his and he's since they tend to associate an apostrophe with a possessive form (they confuse whose/who's, your/you're, and their/they're for the same reason). In observing ESL teachers presentingthe pairs your/you're and their/they're,we have sometimes heard them focus on a vowel distinction as a means of keeping the two members of each pair separate. We would suggest that such a distinction not be used, since it tends to be neutralized in the blending of you or they with are. We would also suggest that teachers, when dealing with the homophonous patternswe have noted, follow a principle which our colleague Robert Allen has insisted on in teacher-trainingprogramsat Teachers College, Columbia University: related forms should not be initially presented together or confusion may be fostered where none exists. The various patterns of homophony or near homophony that we have briefly outlined can be particularly troublesome for non-native learners of English, for one of the most arduoustasks they face in comprehendingnatural speech is appropriatechunkingof blended sequences. In order to develop their capacity to chunk appropriately,the parallelismsoutlined can be used to construct a wide range of comprehensiontasks which require that syntactic and semantic cues be used in discriminatinghomophonousor nearly homophonous sequences. (Bowen (1975) presents a limited number of discriminatorytasks involving parallel blending patterns.) By working with these parallels, teachers can use a relatively limited number of contractions as an efficient means of introducing non-native learners to the wide range of blendings which they need to master. Conclusion In order to help teachers solve some of the problemsthat result from working with currentESL materials,we have presented detailed informationon contractions and blending. We have suggested that teachers,whereverpossible, use contractionsas a means on introducingblending, thereby maintainingmaximal use of orthographiccues in teaching pronounciation.In addition, we have suggested that teachers deal with a wide degree of blendings, distinguishingbetween those which can be orthographicallyrepresentedand those which cannot. Finally, we have suggested that teachers distinguish between normal speech
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blending and fast speech blending, encouraging students to develop productive controls over the former but only receptive control over the latter. REFERENCES Allen, Robert L. 1972. English grammarsand English grammar.New York: Charles Scribner's. Bowen, J. Donald. 1975. Patterns of English pronunciation.Rowley, Massachusetts: Newbury House. Byrne, Donn and Gordon Walsh. 1977. Pronunciationpractice. London: Longman. Chomsky, Noam and Morris Halle. 1968. The sound pattern of English. New York: Harper and Row. Gimson, A. C. 1962. An introductionto the pronunciationof English. London: Arnold. Lado, Robert. 1970. Lado English Series. New York:Regents. Lado, Robert and Charles C. Fries. 1954. English pronunciation:Exercises in sound segments, intonation and rhythm. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press. Praninskas, Jean. 1975. Rapid review of English grammar (2nd ed.), Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall. Wright, John. 1973. Speaking English (2 Vols.). London: Oxford University Press. Zwicky, Arnold M. 1970. Auxiliary reduction in English. Linguistic Inquiry 1, 3:323-336.
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